Department of Geography.
Course objectives and Outcomes

F.Y.B.A.

Sem.-I
Paper

Objectives

Outcome

GG-101 Phy.Geo
(Lithosphere)

Knowing about the physical
Geog. of the earth.
Understand the natural process
of earth. Affects the
distribution of Resources.

Develop the knowledge
about physical Geography.

Knowing about the climate of
the earth, diff climate zone and
elements of Atmosphere and
all water bodies of earth diff.
water zone

To develop the knowledge
of local micro climate,
knowledge about ocean
seas, lake, Rivers. etc.

To understand about maps and
elements of map their study &
skill.
To develop the knowledge of
tourism, study about tourist
centers.

To develop the interest in
students about map and
reading.
To develop the skill and
interest about tourism
study of local tourist
spots.
To develop the skill of
students to reading map
use scale and prepare of
projection.

Sem.-II
GG-102 Phy.Geog
Atmosphere and
Hydrosphere

S.Y.B.A.

Sem-III
GG- 231General
cartography
GG- 232 Geo of
Tourism

GG-233Practical Geog. To understand about scale and
map reading Latitude and
Longi, Projection of map.

GG-234 Regional
planning development.

To focus on Regional
Resources and their proper use
and planning

To understand the
knowledge about
Resources and planning.

To understand the diff. Races
of world population, their
migration, Religion etc.
Knowing about India.
Indian physiography, Climate
soil, vegetation, Resources,
Industries, population etc.
To understand about scale and
map reading, Lat and Longi ,
Projection of map

Understand the effect of
surrounding on local.
people, occupation etc.
Develop the knowledge
about India understanding
India as well as culture.

Sem.-IV
GG- 241 Geo.of India.

GG.-242 Human
Geography

GG-243 practical
Geog.

GG -244

To know about satellite and
land use pattern and develop
the skill of much use maps

Develop the skill of
students to reading maps
use scale and prepare
projection.
To develop the skill of
students to develop maps.

T.Y.B.A.

Sem.V
GG-351Population
Geography

To know world distribution of
population. The study of popu.
with diffn views. The density
of popu, Age sex ratio.

GG-352 Environmental Knowing about Environments
Geography
of earth. Earth environment
sustainable uses of. Resource
of earth. To solve the problem
like pollution population,
deforsteing.
GG-353 Practical
Knowing about the diff.
Geography
element of maps. Knowledge
about diff. Relief feature and
Drainage.

To understand the student
about district population ,
taluka wise popu. our
village popu, their
distnmale/ female ratio.
To understand our
surrounding Environment
encourage the peoples no
save environment

Knowledge about
interpretationof map
understand Area of all
sense

Sem.-VI
GG-361 Political
Geography

GG-362 Remote
sensing
GG- 363 Practical
Geog. Geo Statistical.

To Knowing world politics the
diff. political parties of the
world, political information of
the world.

To understand , Maha and
out talukapolitical
situation our local area
political situation
pancaked level political .
To Focus on Regional
To understand the
Resources and their paper use knowledge about
and planning
resources and planning.
To know the different
To encourages the
statistical method in Geog. for students for the statistical
the study and conclusion of the calculation in the
data.
geography of the practical.

